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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we present a new model specification test for testing an 
ARMAX model specification against the alternative hypothesis that the 
ARMAX specification involved is false. This test is a further elabor-
ation of the model specification tests of Bierens (1982b, 1984) and 
Bierens and Hartog (1984) 
Under the null hypothesis the test statistic of our test is Stan-
dard normally distributed. Under the maintained hypothesis of strict 
stationarity the test is consistent in the sense that the absolute value 
of the test statistic converges .in probability to infinity if the null 
hypothesis is false. This implies that asymptotically any misspecifica-
tion will be detected. In the non-stationary case this general alterna-
tive hypothesis is no longer manageable, due to the f act that then the 
true model may no longer be time invariant. Cf. Bierens (1984, Sec. 9). 
Nevertheless, also in that case the itnplicit alternative will cover a 
wide range of misspecifications. 
Given a k+1 - variate time series process {(y >x )}, where y and 
the k cotnponents of x are real-valued random variables, the ARMAX model 
assumes the formr 
(LD (i - i!UasLX= v + ES-i*; L\+ (1 + £ - iV 8 ) v 
where L is the usual lag operator (thus L v = v„ , L jt = x,, , etc), 
. ' t t-s t t-s 
u £ R, a e R, 8 e R and Y £ R are unknown parameters, the e 's are 
s s s t 
the errors and p, q and r are natural numbers specified in advance. The 
exclusion of x in this model is no loss of generality, as we may re-
*
 t 
place x by x = x ,,. Now the null hvpothesis to be tested is 
(1.2) HQ: E^Uy,...! »*,._!)» ^t-l'^t-l* ' ^ = ° a"S* f ° r e a C h tj 
or in words: for each t the mathematical expectation of the error condi-
tional on the entire past of the process equals zero with probability 1. 
vr s 
Assuming that the lag polynomial 1 + 1 _.ÏL is invertible, this hypo-
thesis implies that the ARMAX model (1.1) represents the mathematical 
expectation of y conditional on the entire past of the process. Thus 
if (1.2) holds the model represents the best forecasting scheme in terms 
of a quadratic loss function, as then the forecast error variance is 
minimal. 
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The ARMAX model specification is particularly suitable for macro-
economie vector time series modeling without imposing a priori restric-
tions prescribed by macroeconomic theory. Such macroeconomic analysis 
has been advocated and conducted by Sims (1980, 1981) and Doan, Litter-
man and Sims (1984) in the framework of unrestricted vector autoregres-
sions and observable index models. Cf. Sargent and Sims(1977) for the 
latter models. These models are special cases of ARMAX models, The 
advantage of ARMAX models over the models used by Sims is that ARMAX 
models allow an infinite lag structure with a parsimonious parametrisa-
tion, by which we get a tractable model that may better reflect the 
strong dependence of macroeconomic time series. 
Estimation of the parameters of a vector ARMAX model for the case 
that the x 's are exogenous has been considered by Hannan, Duinsmuir and 
Deistier (1980), among others. This estimation theory, however, is not 
straightforwardly applicable to the model under review, for the follow-
ing three reasons. Firstly, the condition that the x 's are exogenous 
and thus that the error process (e ) is independent of the process (x ) 
is too strong a condition, as then feedback from y to x is excluded. 
Secondly, incorporating this condition in the test procedure would 
affect the type I error of the test, as then the test may reject the 
true null hypothesis (1.2) because of failure of the auxiliary hypothe-
sis involvedo For the very same reason we do not assume that the errors 
e are Gaussian or independent. Thirdly, the ARMAX structure need not 
hold ünder the alternative hypothesis that (1.2) is false. So we need to 
imbed this model in a more general data generating process in order to 
keep track of the asymptotic properties of the parameter estimates and 
the test statistic under the alternative hypothesis. This situation is 
similar to that in Bierens (1984), where we proposed a model specifica-
tion test for nonlinear autoregressions, i.e., before we can test the 
model specification we need first to develop a suitable estimation 
theory. 
Our test is particularly suitable as a first stage in testing the 
rational expectations- natural rate (RE-NR) hypothesis, along the lines 
of Sargent's (1976) approach. According to Sargent (1976), fór testing 
the RE-NR-hypothesis it is sufficiënt to test whether output and 
unemployment, respectively, are caused, in the sense of Granger (1969), 
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by no other variables. Thus if y in (1.1) is the unemployment rate then 
the RE-NR-hypothesis just corresponds to the case that all the 8 's are 
zero vectors, as then the x 's can be deleted from the ihformation set 
without affecting the forecasting power of the model. The Granger causa-
lity concept, however, requires that the model represents the condition-
al expectation of y given the entire past of the process {(y , x )}. 
Therefore one should first test whether the null hypothesis (1.2) holds 
before Sargent's test can be applied on the basis of the ARMAX specifi-
cation under review. 
The above outlined approach has been used to test the RE-NR-hypo-
thesis for the Netherlands on the basis of monthly data. In the first 
msrtance we specified an ARMAX model with y the level of unemployment, 
seasonally adjusted and x a vector with components the money interest 
rate, the growth of industrial production, the growth of export, the 
growth of the wage rate and the inflation rate. This specification, 
however, was rejected by the test. Af ter replacing y with the log of 
the unemployment level the test accepted an ARMAX specification of the 
data generating process. In conducting Sargent's test it appeared that 
the money interest rate is significantly Granger-causing unemployment. 
Thus the RE-NR-hypothesis has to be rejected for the Netherlands. As 
will be argued this empirical result can be explained by Baumol's (1959) 
sales revenue maximization hypothesis, augmented with the hypothesis of 
a flexible labor effort rate. 
The emphasis of this paper is on the application of the ARMAX model 
specification test. Technical details of the estimation and test proce-
dures are given in the Appendices. The main text of the paper aims to be 
accessible for the general reader. Therefore, in. Section 2 only an 
informal outline of the estimation and test procedures is given which is 
just sufficiënt for understanding the empirical application in Sec-
tion 3. 
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2. AN INFORMAL OUTLINE OF THE ESTIMATION AND TEST PROCEDURES 
2.1 The Model 
We recall that the ARMAX model (1.1) represents the conditional expecta-
tion of y given the entire past of the process {(y , x )}, provided 
condition (1.2) holds and the MA lag polynomial 1 + £r,Y LS is inverti-
b l e . We then have 
(2 .1) E ( y t | ( y t _ 1 , x j._1) , (y t _ 2 » x t _ 2 ) ' • • • • • ) 
- u / (i + ï ^ v + ull.fi* + ^ .v ' ) / (i
 + Z.sjiïht 
and 
(2 .2) e t » yfc - E ( y t | ( y t _ 1 , x t _ 1 ) , ( y 2 , x t _ 2 ) , . . . . . . . ) a . s . 
vv s ir Since the MA lag polynomial can be written as 1+2, _-,Y L -II (1 - X L), 
i - S™"i. S S*~ J. S 
where X , ,X are its possibly complex-valued roots, invertibility 
requires |A |<1 for s=l,...,r. In particular, for 0<ó<l the set 
(2.3) T. =-{(Y,S..»,Y )' E Rr : |X | < 1-6 for s-l,...,r} 
o L . r s — 
is a compact set of vectors (y,,....,y )' with this property. The 
compactness of T follows from the f act that the y 's are continuous 
functions of X ,...,X
 s hence T. is the continuous image of a compact 
set and therefore compact itself. Cf. Royden (1968, Proposition 4, 
p. 158). 
From now on we assume that there are known compact subsets M of R, 
A of RP, B of Rk'q and T, of Rr such that, if (1.2) is true, 
o 
(2.4) u e M, (a.,..,a )' E A, (g' ...,B')' e B and (y ,...,y )' e V 
l p i q 1 r o 
Stacking all these parameters in a vector 9-ï 
(2.5) 9Q = (M,a1,..,a ,Bj,..,e',Y1,..,Yr)' 
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and denoting 
(2.6) 0 = M x A x B x r 
o 
,m which is a compact subset of R with m = 1 + p + kq + r, we thus have 
0 e G if (1.2) is true. 
Now denote 
(2.7)
 Z(. = (yt,xp'. 
Then the conditional expectation (2.1) can be written as 
(2.8) E(yt|zt_lj2t_2> ) - K60) + X ^ V V ' Vs' 
where 
(2.9) *(e0) - u/d + 1^=1YS) 
and the n (.) are continuously differentiable vector functions defined 
5 
by: 
(2.10) (i
 + ^=1YsLs)(^=1ns(eG)Ls) -
'f .a LS + lT .y L 
^s 3! s 6s=l s 
<**.s=l S 
It is not too hard to verify that each component n. (8) of n (9) 
1 > S 5 
satisfies 
(2.1D Tsml supeee K, 8 ( e )l <M' 
(2.12) Ig=1 sup0£Q 1(3/36 )nijS(6)| < » (j-1,2,...,m) 
(2.13) l~ml sup6eQ |(3/3ej)(3/364)ni>s(e)| < - (j,*-l,2, ,m) 
etc. These properties will play a crucial role in our estimation theory. 
In particular, the model (2.1) can now be written as a nonlinear regres-
sion model: 
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(2.14) yt = gt(60) + et, 
where the response function 
(2.15) gt(e) = ^ (e) + n=1ns(e),zt_s 
and its first and second partial derivatives are well-defined random 
functions. 
2.2 Estimation 
Assuming that only z1 , . .,z have been observed, we now propose to 
estimate Qn by nonlinear least squares, as follows. Let 
(2.16) lt(e) = <j,(9) + ljl}ns(e)'zt_s if t > 2, 
= (j)(e) if t < i 
and denote 
'h 
(2.17) Q(e) - d/n) t^-i-{yt " V e )} 2° 
Then the proposed least squares estimator e of @f> is a (measurable) 
solution of 
(2.18) e e 6 : Q(e) - inf 0(9). 
9e0 
Similar to the results in Bierens (1984) we can set forth conditions 
such that under the null hypothesis (1.2), 
-1 -1 
(2.19) /n (6-e0) -»• Nm(0, f^ Q fl ) in distr. , 
where ft. is the probability limit of 
(2.20)
 fll = (l/n) ^=1{(3/39')gt(9)}{(3/se) 2t(e)} 
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and ü is the probability limit of 
(2.21) l2 = (l/n) I ^ y ^ W } 2 {(3/9e')gt(ê)} {(3/38)^(6)}. 
Moreover, when the null hypothesis (1.2) is false we show that there 
exists a 6^  e 0 such that 
(2.22) plim ^„ê = 9A. 
The conditions and proofs of these results are reminiseent of those in 
Bierens (1984) and will be given in Appendix B. 
2.3 The model specification test 
In Bierens (1984) we have proposed a consistent model specification test 
for nonlinear time series regressions. This test tests the null hypothe-
sis that the errors of the nonlinear regression model under review obey 
a condition of the type (1.2). Therefore this model specification test 
is in principle also applicable to the ARMAX case considered in this 
paper. A disadvantage of this test, however, is that the distribution of 
the test statistic under the null hypothesis is of an unknown type, so 
that the critical region of the test involved had to be derived on the 
basis of Chebishev's inequality for first absolute moments. This 
approach will lead, of course, to overestimating the effective type I 
error of the test, as Chebishev's inequality is not very sharp. 
Moreover, this test is quite laborious for relatively large data sets 
and models. On the other hand, the test involved is consistent in the 
sense that any model misspecification will be detected as the sample 
size grows to infinity, provided the data generating process is strictly 
stationary. To the best of our knowledge no other model specification 
test for time series regressions has this consistency property. 
We shall now propose a new test which has a known limiting distri-
bution under the null hypothesis and is consistent in the above sense. 
In particular, we shall construct a test statistic vnT, say, with the 
property that under the null hypothesis (1.2), VnT •»• N(0,1) in distribu-
tion as n-*00, whereas under the alternative hypothesis that (1.2) does 
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not hold and under the stationarity hypothesis, plim .^Kml = °°. 
As in Bierens (1984), this new test is based on the identification 
of the null hypothesis in terms of unconditional moments, as follows. 
THEOREM 1. Let((v ,z )} be a strictly stationary stochastic process in 
R x R with the following properties: 
(I) Let EjvJ < -; E||ztl|1 < -. 
(II) There exists a strictly stationary a-mixing process (u ) in a 
Euclidean space U and a Borel measurable mapping A from the space of 
one-sided infinite sequences in U into R * R , such that 
(2.23) (vt>zt*y = A(ut» ut_i> ut_2' •••••••) a's* 
Let z. ^  be the i-th component of z . let z. ,. be the value of z. 
i,t v t i,t i,t 
rounded off to l decimal digits and let 
(2.24) z<£> -(,<*>...,«<*>)'. 
t l,t m,t 
Finally, let i|i be an arbitrary bounded continuous one-to-one mapping 
from R into R. There exist a subset S of R x Rm * (-1,1) with Lebesgue 
measure zero and a natural number &_ such that 
(2.25) P{E(vJ zt_1)zt_2» ) = 0} < 1 
if and only if for each (p,£,T) e R * Rm * (-1,1) - S and each natural 
number l ^_ £_, 
j-lr. (A). (2.26) E vt. exp ( p ^ I . ^ C ' z J . ! ) } t 0. 
Proof: Appendix C. 
For the reader who is not familiar with the a-mixing and Borel 
measurability concepts we note that the a-mixing concept allows the 
process to have an asymptotically vanishing memory, and Borel measurabi-
lity allows the function involved to be highly discontinous, as long as 
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this function yields a properly defined random variable if we substitute 
random variables for its arguments. For a discussion of the a-mixing 
concept, see Appendix A and, e.g., White and Domowitz (1984). For Borel 
measurability, see e.g. Chung (1974) and Royden (1968). The zero Lebes-
gue measure of the set S implies that if we draw P, T and the components 
of £ randomly from say the uniform (-1,1) distribution, then 
(2.27) P((p,5,T) e s) - 0, 
hence Theorem 1 implies that for some natural number JL. and all l i^n> 
(2.28) P(E(vJz^ ,,z^ ., ) = 0} < 1 
t t-1 t-2. 
if and only if 
(2.29) P{E{vtexp{(^=1Tj"1rz^^)}|p,C,T} - 0} < 1. 
Now let us introducé some notation: 
(2.30) v = y - g t p l i i 8); (cf. (2.15),(2 .18) , (2.19),(2.22)) 
E L L I V ^ 
(2.31) v t - yt - gfc (6) ; (cf. (2.16),(2.18)) 
(2.32) z t = (y t,x t')' ; 
J-lr.J^)-(2.33) d^ ,(p,5,T) = exp{pi|»(L_1TJ"i?,Z;*;)}; (cf. (2.26)) 
(2.34) 2 ,(P,5,x) = exp{p*(Hl}T j" 15 ,z^h} if t > 2, 
= 1 if t < 1; 
rn (2.35) cnj£(p,C,T) = (l/n)^ = 1v td t ) £(p,S,T); 
(2.36) c .(p,?,T) = (l/n)I" v d „(p,C,T), 
n,x, "t—1 t t,x, 
where z is defined as in Theorem 1. Theorem 1 says that the null 
hypothesis (1.2) is false if and only for each l >_ £„ and each (P,C>T) e 
RxRmx(-l,l)-S, 
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(2.37) C X( P,C,T) = limn^oEcna(p,?,T) * 0. 
It can be shown that c „(p,£,x) is a consistent estimator of c(p,£,x). 
n,£ ^ ^ £ 
The conclusion (2.37) therefore suggests to use c (p,£,x) as a basis 
n j £ 
for a consistent test of the hypothesis (1.2). In particular, it can be 
shown that under the null hypothesis (1.2), 
(2.38) plim^/nc^Cp.C.x) 
-(l//n)[n=1vt(dt)£(p,c,x) - b^(p,5,T)'n^1O/36')^t(plimn^o9))}=0s 
where Q. is the probability limit of fl. defined by (2.20) and 
(2.39) b£(p,g,T) = limn^o(l/n)j;^1Edt^(p,C,T)(9/9e,)gt(plimn_^)e). 
Denoting 
(2.40) s2(p,C)T) = l i m ^ ü / n ^ E v ^ d ^ ^ p . S . x ) 
- b^(p,C,x)'ai'10/3e,)gt:(plimn^a)e)}2. 
it follows now from (2.38) and the martingale central limit theorem of 
Brown (1971) (as quoted by Bierens (1984)) that under the null hypothe-
sis (1.2) 
(2.41) /n c CO,£,T) -»• N(0, s2(n,£,t)) in distribution 
n,JL K l 
for each (p,£,x) e R x R x (-1,1) and each natural number £. 
It will also be shown that 
(2-42) 8»fl(p,5,T) - (l/n)^=1v2{dt)£(p,C,T) . 
-
 b
n„(p»5>T)'^ (3/86')gt(e)}: 
with 
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(2.43) bnjA(p,5,x) = (l/n)^=1dtjJl(p,5,T)(3/3e')gt(e) 
is a consistent estimator of S | ( P , £ , T ) , regardless whether or not the 
null is true. Hence, denoting 
(2.44) T£(P,C,x) = cn^(p,C,T) / As^ £(p,C,T)) 
we have under the null hypothesis 
(2.45) ^ ( P . C . T ) •»• N(0,1) in distr. 
for each (P,S,T) e R x R x (-1,1) and each natural number l . Moreover, 
if the null is false then (2.37) implies 
(2.46) plimn^J/nT£(p,S,T)| = » 
for each (p,S,x) e R xRm *(-l,l) - S and each l >_ l . 
In practice the exceptional set S is unknown. However, as argued 
bef ore, if we draw p, T and the components of £ randomly from say the 
<\i *\j f\, 
uniform (-1,1) distribution and if we substitute (P,£,T) for (p,£,t) 
then the result (2.45) goes through under the null and (2.46) goes 
through under the alternative that (1.2) is false, provided that in the 
latter case Jl is large enough. 
In the practical application in Section 3 our test is applied in a 
slightly modified version, for the following reason. Suppose we have 
chosen for the continuous bounded function ^, (cf.(2.26)) 
(2.47) *K.) = atan(<5(.)), where <$ > 0 is some constant. 
Moreover, suppose that 
(2.48) ; t f i(T.o = i]-\^-ivz[l_] 
takes with high probability only large positive values. Then 
<Kw „ ( T , C ) ) takes with high probability only values close to Jir, which 
t, x. 
is the upperbound of the function t|>. But then the function 
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(2.49) dt)A(P,5,T) = exp(P^(6wtsJl(T,C))) 
(cf.(2.34)) takes values close to exp(P§Tr) and consequently 
cn>£(P,C,T) $ {(l/n)In=1vt}exp(PiTr). 
But since the v are least squares residuals of a model with a constant 
term they sum up to zero and hence c .(p,£,T) will be close to zero. 
Clearly this will destroy the power of the test. Therefore we propose to 
standardize the argument of ^, i.e., we propose to replace w «(?»£) in 
^ t $ & 
(2.49) by 5 „(T,?) defined as follows: 
t > * 
(2.50) Stj£(T,C) = twt)£(T,C) - (l/t)l3=1WSjJl(T,C)} 
.1 /{(l/Or^W^^T.C)2 - ((l/OÏ^^CT.C))»}' 
if t > 3 , 
=0 if t < 2, 
where w - (T,5) = 0 if t 1 1 and defined by (2.45) if t >. 2.Choosing t,* 
*(.) as in (2.47) the function d. o(P,C,f) is thus redefined as 
if t > 3, (2.51) dt £(P,C,x) - exp(p.atan(6(«tji(T,5)))) 
= 1 if t < 2. 
Redefining the function d . (p,£,T) accordingly as 
t »* 
(2.52) ' d
 £ ( P , € , T ) = exp(P.atan(6(wt £(T,?)))), 
where 
(2.53) wtj£(x,£) = {wt ^ ( T . C ) - Ewt^(T,C)}/{var(wtsJl(T,5))}i 
with 
(2.54) wt)A(x,C) = r j = 1 T j ~ V Z ^ . , 
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all the previous results go through. This modified test with 6 = 0.5 
will be used in the empirical application in Section 3. 
The conditions and proofs of these results will be given in 
Appendix C. 
Remark: In Bierens (1985) it is argued that the parameters T and £ for 
which E(vJz^J.z^L ) - E(v in.i T J - 15*2^) a.s. are likely to 
be irrational. Since this result plays a key-role in the proof of 
Theorem 1, one might therefore think that the consistency of our test 
can not hold in practice as consistency requires irrational T and 5» 
whereas in practice it is impossible to deal with irrational numbers. 
However, the function 
(2.55) T^p.S.T) - c£(p,5,T)//(i|(p,?,x)) = plimn^ooTjl(p,C,T) 
is continuous in (P,5,T), hence if T.(P,5,T) ^ 0 holds then it holds too 
on an open neighborhood of (P,£,T), and thus also for all rational 
(P*>£*»T*) in this neighborhood. 
2.4 Extensions 
Although the test in Section 2.3 has been derived for testing a linear 
ARMAX model specification, it can easily be extended to testing non-
linear ARMAX models of the form 
(2.56) (i + l 3 = 1 y s L s ) y t - f ( y t . r - - - . y t „ p . * t_i» V q - 6 ! 1 ^ 
+
 t1 +Is=l Ys L S ) et' 
where the null hypothesis is the same as in (1.2). In this model the 
function f(.) is continuous in its arguments. The vector 6Q is a 
vector of unknown parameters (different from (2.5)) in a compact subset 
0 of a Euclidean space. This model encompasses the nonlihear ARX 
model in Bierens (1984), as the latter model can be obtained from (2.56) 
by setting y = 0 for s = l,....,r. 
Similarly to (2.8) we can write: 
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(2.57) E(yt|zt-1,zt.2,...) 
= ( l + t l ï s L S r l f ( y t - l - ' y t - p ' V r " V q ' e 5 l ) ) = C o ^ t - s ' V ' 
say, provided (1.2) holds, where 
(2.58) z* = < y t . 1 . . . . y t _ p . ^ _ 1 , . . , x t _ q y , 
(2.59) eQ - (B^l\ylf..,yr) e 9 = G(1) x rfi. 
Redefining g (8) and g (8) as 
(2.60) gt(8) - ^ ( z ^ . e ) . 
(2.61) gt(8) = IgIoT's(zt-s'fl) f ° r t - 2' 
- 0 for t <_ 1, 
we can set forth mild conditions such that the argument in Sections 2.2 
and 2.3 goes through. 
We shall not gite. a formal proof of this proposition. We only 
provide a key-theorem (Theorem A4) in Appendix A which will enable us to 
modify the argument in Appendices B and C to the nonlinear ARMAX model 
under review. The modification itself is left to the reader. 
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3. THE GRANGER-CAUSAL STRUCTURE OF UNEMPLOYMENT IN THE NETHERLANDS 
3-1 Testing the RE-NR-hypothesis; a review 
In this section we shall apply the approach in Section 2 to monthly 
Dutch data, where emphasis is placed on unemployment. Our primary aim is 
to test the RE-NR-hypothesis for the Netherlands. 
The rational expectations (RE) hypothesis concerns the idea that 
expectations of economie agents are essentially conditional expecta-
tions, where the conditioning is on all available information about the 
economie process involved. Thus if {(y ,x )} is this economie process 
then (2.1) represents the rational expectation of y , provided the null 
hypothesis (1.2) holds. This RE-hypothesis is due to Muth (1961), but 
its rise is due to Lucas (1972, 1973), Sargent (1973, 197.6) and Sargent 
and Wallace (1975), among others, who combined the RE concept with the 
natural rate (NR) hypothesis of Phelps (1967) and Friedman (1968). The 
NR-hypothesis states that the deviation of the actual level of output 
and the unemployment rate from their natural rates is merely due to the 
difference between the actual inflation rate and the expected inflation 
rate, where the natural rates involved are exogenous variables. Combi-
ning the NR-hypothesis with the RE-hypothesis yields a far reaching 
consequence for the effectivity of economie policy, namely the conse-
quence that deterministic monetary and fiscal policy rules have no 
lasting impact on output and unemployment. In other words: monetary and 
fiscal policy rules are impotent. 
Because of its radical policy implication it is very important to 
test the RE-NR-hypothesis empirically. Direct tests of the RE-hypothesis 
have been conducted by Pesando (1975), Carlson (1977), Mullineaux (1978) 
and Figlewski and Wachtel (1981), using Livingston's data on price 
expectations. The results of these tests do not give conclusive support 
to the RE-hypothesis. Tests of the combined RE-NR-hypothesis or its 
implied impotence hypothesis have been conducted by Lucas(1972, 1973), 
Sargent (1973, 1976), Barro (1977, 1978, 1979), Barro and Rush (1980) 
and Pesaran (1982). Except Pesaran, these authors claimed to have found 
empirical evidence in favor of the RE-NR-hypothesis. Their tests involve 
testing restrictions implied by the RE-NR-hypothesis on the "coefficients 
of the models they are working with. However, the RE-hypothesis requires 
that these models represent conditional expectation functions, where the 
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conditioning is on the whole past of the economie process under review, 
but none of these authors have tested this crucial hypothesis properly. 
As a consequence, finding the coëfficiënt of a variable violating the 
RE-NR-hypothesis to be insignificant does not provide enough evidence in 
support of the hypothesis involved. Pesaran has tested Barro's version 
of the RE-NR-hypothesis against some non-nested Keynesian alternatives, 
using Barro's data and applying the non-nested test procedure proposed 
by Pesaran and Deaton (1978). His conclusion is that neither groups of 
hypotheses can rejeet the other. This result, however, indicates that 
either the test involved has not enough power or that it is likely that 
all the models are misspecified, where the misspecification may concern 
the hypotheses of interest or some auxiliary hypotheses such as the 
linearity hypothesis. 
Our test of the RE-NR-hypothesis is based on Sargent's definition 
of the natural rate of unemployment hypothesis. Quoting Sargent (1976), 
"the natural rate hypothesis does not rule out the possibility that 
there are correlations between the unemployment rate and other variables 
such as prices or wages or money supply. It does imply, however, that 
any such correlations that exist cannot be exploited in predicting the 
unemployment rate". Thus the RE-NR-hypothesis implies "that the unem-
ployment rate is caused, in Granger's, sense, by no other variables". 
(Recall that according to Granger (1969)$ we say that y is causing x 
if we are better able to predict x using all available past informa-
tion, including past y , than if the information apart from past y had 
been used.) The test we shall conduct is similar to Sargent's test, 
except that we use the ARMAX framework (1.1) with k=5 and p=q=r=l, where 
y is measure of unemployment in the Netherlands and the 5 components 
of x are other variables relevant for the performance of the Dutch 
economy. Thus we employ the most parsimonious ARMAX model, i.e., 
(3.1) yt = y + ayt_1+ l ^ ^ ^ + «t + y e ^ . 
We recall that the RE-NR-hypothesis corresponds to the hypothesis 
(3.2) HQ: Bi = 0 for i = 1,..,5, 
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provided condition (1.2) holds. So our test is in fact a two-stage test: 
first we test whether the ARMAX model is acceptable, using the test 
proposed in Section 2.3, and then we test by means of the well-known 
Wald test whether the hypothesis (3..2) is acceptable. 
3.2 The data 
Our data set (Source: CBS (1960-1983)) covers the period 1960-1 through 
1982-12 and consists of monthly observations on the following six 
variables: 
u = level of unemployment, in thousands of labor years, seasonally 
adjusted. 
r = mortgage interest rate (percentage) 
p = price index of finished products 
o = volume of industrial output 
e = volume of exports 
w = gross hourly wages. 
The main reason for working with monthly data concerns the length of the 
series involved. The estimation and test procedures in Section 2 are 
only asymptotically valid; thus the more observations we have, the 
better the asymptotic approximations will be. On the other hand, how-
ever, we have to face the problem that only a limited number of varia-
bles are available on a monthly basis. So the analysis we are going to 
conduct is only a partial analysis and therefore we have to be careful 
in drawing too general economie conclusions from our results. 
Although the approach in Section 2 allows for a fair amount of 
heterogeneity of the data generating process, time trends are usually 
not allowed. Time trends converging to infinity as time tends to infini-
ty are likely to occur in the series with respect to the variables p, o, 
e and w but not in u and r. The unemployment level is typically a boun-
ded variable, bounded from below by zero and from above by the total 
labor force. Thus the series involved cannot contain a time trend con-
verging to infinity. The same applies to the interest rate r: we can 
hardly imagine interest rates growing to infinity. On the other hand 
price and wage inflation and the growth of production and export levels 
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seem to be of persisting nature, which indicates exponential time trends 
in the levels of these series. In order to remove time trends and 
possible seasonal patterns in these four variables we have transformed 
them into annual percentage changes. Thus denoting the levels of p, o, e 
or w in month t by x , the transformation involved is 
(3.3) xt - 100 (xt - V l 2 ) / xt.12. 
In the sequel we shall denote this transformation by a dot. Thus the 
transformed data set now consists of 264 monthly observations on the 
variables yfc = ufc and xt = (xx t>..,x5 )' = (r »°t>èt,p ,w t)'. 
3.3 Estimation and test results 
Our first attempt to estimate the unemployment function according to the 
approach in Section 2.2 yields the following result. 
(3.4) u = -0.1671 + 1.015 u . -0.00403 r +0.3627 p . -0.09405 ó . 
(-0.049) (149.7) (-0.0082) " (1.733) (-0.9663) 
-0.03321 è -0.06556 w 
(-0.7338)" (-0.396) 
Y - 0.4281 ; R2 - .9975 .; SE - 6.553 ; n=263 
(5.436) 
These results include the coëfficiënt of determination R2, the residual 
Standard error SE and the number of observations n used for estimation. 
The numbers between brackets are the t-values. The y is the MA para-
meter. 
If one would accept this model specification as being correct, at 
first sight the conclusion would be that the RE-NR hypothesis is con-
firmed, as the Wald test of the hypothesis that all the variables except 
u
 1 can be deleted yields a Xe statistic with value 5.99. However, the 
coëfficiënt of u is larger than 1, hence the model is unstable and 
therefore implausible. This conclusion is confirmed by the model speci-
fication test. The ARMAX model specification test has been conducted in 
tenth-fold, where in each run the test parameters (p,5»T) have been 
drawn independentlv from the uniform distribution on the hynercube 
k+1 (-1,1) x (X (0.1,1)) x (0,0.9). Moreover, the rounding off parameter l 
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has been chosen equal to 1. We also conducted this series of tests for 
l- 2,3,4,5, but the test results involved were practically the satne. The 
test results are the following: 
ARMAX model specification test results for u  
-4.213 -3.976 -3.271 -3.795 -3.214 -3.653 -0.165 -3.935 -1.209 -2.635 
These test results indicate that the ARMAX model specification involved 
is suspect. With two exceptions the test statistics are outside any rea-
sonable confidence interval of the Standard normal distribution. Thus no 
conclusions can be drawn from the above estimation results. 
It should be noted that the test runs do not yield independent test 
statistics. So it is not quite correct a procedure to count the number 
of test statistics outside say the 95% confidence interval of the Stan-
dard normal distribution in order to determine whether the results are 
due to a type I error or not. The proper way of conducting the test is 
'Xi *\i 'Xi 
to draw (P,£,T) only once and merely decide on the basis of the resul-
ting test statistic. On the other hand, however, we feel that conducting 
the test several times tnay better reveal possible model misspecifica-
tion. — • 
The question now arises how to repair this misspecification. One 
way would be to choose a richer parametrisation and then to try again. 
In the present case, however, intuition suggests a different approach. 
The intuitive idea is that the rejection of the above model is due to 
too large a variation in the unemployment series in comparison with the 
variation in the other five time series, so that dampening the unemploy-
ment series by taking a log-transformation might have a favorable 
effect. Indeed, replacing u by ln(u) gives a much better result. 
(3.5) ln(u) = 0.0496 +0.9244 ln(u ,) + 0.03974 r -0.00017 p 
(0.642) (49.12) (3.480) (-0.069) 
-0.00128 ó -0.00018 è -0.00040 w . 
(-0.6004) (-0.1719) (0.1798) 
Y = 0.07598 ; R2 = 0.9836 ; SE - 0.1303 ; n = 263. 
(0.6916) 
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ARMAX model specification test results for ln(u)  
0.5856 0.6943 1.0980 0.7853 0.5153 0.0002 0.6722 0.3367 -0.4007 0.2935 
The specif ication test, which is conducted in the same way as bef ore, 
clearly accepts the ARMAX specification at any reasonable significance 
level. 
Since the estimate of the MA parameter y is insignificant, the 
model reduces to an ARX model. So we have next set y = 0 and 
re-estimated the model. Also, we repeated the model specification test 
in the same way as before. It is not surprising that also the ARX model 
appears to be acceptable. The estimation and test results are the 
following. 
(3.6) ln(u) = 0.0430 + 0.9322 ln(u .) +0.03601 r . -0.00029 p . 
(0.5864) (56.64) " (3.416) " (-0.1215) 
-0.00132 ó +0.00002 ê -0.00025 w . 
(-0.6273) " (0.0140) (-0.1207) 
R2 - 0.9832 ; SE - 0.1316 ; n = 263. 
ARX model specification test results for ln(u)  
0.3986 0.5968 0.9215 0.6524 0.4439 -0.1925 0.5972 0.1778 -0.5152 -0,1765 
We see that the parameter of r . is strongly significant. This violates 
the RE-NR hypothesis, as the money interest rate is Granger-causing the 
log of unemployment. A formal test of the RE-NR hypothesis is the Wald 
test of the hypothesis (3.2). This test yields a test statistic with 
value 23.91, which is far outside any reasonable confidence interval of 
the x? distribution. According to Sargent (1976) the RE-NR hypothesis 
should therefore be rejected for the Netherlands. 
Testing the null hypothesis that all variables except ln(u_..) and 
r . can be deleted from the model yields a x| test statistic with value 
0.6284, and can therefore not be rejected at any reasonable significance 
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level. Deleting these variables now yields the following simple regres-
sion model: 
(3.7) ln(u) = 0.0253 + 0.9300 ln(u .) + 0.0383 r 
(0.561) (57.24) - i (4.453) -i 
R2 •- 0.9825 ; SE = 0.1353; n = 275. 
3*4 Interpretation of the results 
Our flnding that the interest rate is significantly Granger-causing un-
employment does hot correspond to any established macro-economie theory. 
At first sight one might think of an effect of interest on"unemployment 
via a Keynesian investment schedule. If this interpretation is correct, 
however, one alsb should find a significant impact of the growth of 
industrial production on unemployment, as investment goods are to a 
large extent supplied by the industrial sector. Since the growth of 
industrial production is not significantly Granger-causing unemployment, 
this interpretation has to be rejected. Also, the neoclassical theory of 
the firm .does not provide an explanation of our finding, because a 
change in the interest rate affects the fixed cost of firms and not 
their variable cost (except the cost of holding inventories), hence 
marginal cost will not or hardly change. Since in the neoclassical 
theory of the firm the marginal cost curve is just the supply curve of 
the firm, interest will have no substantial effect on output and prices 
(except if the interest rate affects the marginal revenue curve). 
Baumol's (1959) sales revenue maximisation theory, however, augmented 
with the concept of a flexible labor effort rate defined below, do 
provide a possible explanation. 
Baumol's hypothesis is that firms are sales revenue maximisers 
rather than profit maximisers. Profit only plays a role as a constraint, 
i.e. sales revenue is maxitnised subject to the constraint that profit 
does not fall below sotne lower bound. Thus if R(X) denotes the total 
revenue function and C(X) denotes the total cost function, then the firm 
chooses its output level X as to 
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(3.8) R(XQ) = max R(X) , 
subject to 
(3.9) R(X) - C(X) > ü, 
where ir is the profit constraint. Now suppose that the firm's short term 
production function is of the Leontief type: 
(3.10) X = nnn{a£L,gK}, 
where L is the firm's demand for labor, K is the capital stock, l is the 
labor effort rate, and o and g are positive valued parameters. The labor 
effort rate % expresses the simple fact that if workers work harder they 
can produce more, and vice versa. It is assumed that the labor effort 
rate cannot exceed an upperbound ~%: if for given L, X/(aL) increases 
beyond % then employment will increase from L to L = X/(a£). Moreover, 
we assume that the firm will only lay off workers if profit falls below 
the profit constaint ir. This assumption is consistent with Baumol's 
hypothesis, for if firms are not profit maximisers then neither are they 
cost minimisers. Furthermore, this assumption also corresponds to the 
often observed fact that firms do not adjust their employment smoothly, 
but only reorganise production and lay off workers when they are forced 
to by losses. 
Now let w be the wage rate, let r be the interest rate and let p, 
be the price index of capital goods at the time the firm bought its 
capital stock K. Moreover, let L» be the initial labor force, let 
(3.11) R(X ) = max R(X) 
and assume 
(3.12) X* £ gK, X*/(aL0) £ L 
(3.13) R(X ) - wLQ - rpkK M . 
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Furthermore, assume for the moment that the sales revenue function R(X) 
does not depend on w and r. We shall now consider the effect of an in-
crease of r and w, respectively. 
Consider first the case that r increases to r' . It is clear that 
output and employment do not change as long as the profit constraint 
remains non-binding. Now suppose 
(3.14) R(X*) - wLQ - r'pkK < *. 
If 
(3.15) R(X*) - wX*/(aï) - r'pkK ^  ^ 
then the firm is able to restore its production on the sales revenue 
maximising output level X with profit not below the lower bound ir by 
reducing its labor force from Ln to L' , where 
(3.16) X*/(aï) <_ L' <_(R(X*) - r'pkK - ^ )/w. 
In that case output is not affected by the interest rate increase, but 
employment is reduced. 
If the increase in r is so strong that 
(3.17) R(X*) - wX*/(aI) - r'p^ < ü 
then output will decrease to the level X' where 
(3.18) R(X') - wX'/(o£) " r'pkK = ;, 
provided such an output level X' is feasible. In that case employment 
will decrease to 
(3.19) L' = X'/(aI) 
Finally, if 
(3.20) maxx {R(X) - wX/(a&) - ^'PkK> < * 
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and if ir is just the normal profit the firm has to earn in order to 
survive, the firm will quit business. 
Note that if we make the assumption that in the case (3.16) the 
firm will choose the lowest level of L', the demand for labor of the 
firm becomes: 
(3.21) L = LQ if R(X*) - wLQ - rpkK >_ ir, 
= X /(al) if R(X*) - wL_ - rp K < ir 
and R(X ) - wX /(aï) - rp K > ir, 
= X'/(aï) if R(X ) - wX /(al) - rp, K < ir 
k 
and R(X') - wX'/(<*£) - rp K - ir, 
= 0 if maxx (R(X) - wX/(aI) - rp Kl < if. 
The case that w increases w' is similar to above. By changing r' to 
r and w to w' in (3.14) through (3.20) .the same conclusions can be 
drawn. However, the impact of w on employment is not found back, as the 
percentage change of the real wage rate is not significantly Granger 
causing unemployment. A possible explanation for this is that the sales 
revenue function is not independent of w, but usually shifts upward with 
w„ If the wage rate increase is due to the outcome of a collective 
bargaining process (as applies to about 75% of all Dutch wage earners) 
incotne and expenditure of most wage earners will increase too, which 
causes an upward shift of the revenue functions of firms. This upward 
shift may offset the upward shift of cost functions and hence neutralise 
the effect of a wage rate increase on employment. 
Also the inter-est rate may have an income effect on sales revenue, 
via interest earnings from savings minus interest payments on debts. 
Moreover, a high interest rate will have a negative impact on the demand 
for durables. Tt seems likely that the negative incotne and expenditure 
effects are dominant for low income earners, whereas the positive income 
effect will be dominant for high incotne earners. The net effect of the 
interest rate on sales revenue will therefore depend on the income dis-
tribution. Anyhow, the observed positive effect of interest on unemplov-
ment suggests that the effect of interest on revenue does not offset the 
effect of interest on cost. 
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The theory also explains why we have not found the growth of export 
volume and industrial production significantly Granger causing unemploy-
ment. Consider for example an autonomous upward shift of demand. The 
sales revenue curve R(X) will then shift upward too and the revenue 
* 
maximising output level X will increase. However, as long as the labor 
effort rate remains below its maximum & employment will remain constant, 
as firms first exhaust the labor effort rate before they hire new per-
sonel. A fall in demand will shift the revenue function and the revenue 
* 
maximising output X downward. This will only result in layoffs if the 
profit constraint becomes binding. Thus the output-employment tradeoff 
seems loose and may therefore vanish at the aggregate level. 
Finally, it should be stressed that the above argument does not 
claim to provide a thorough economie theory of unemployment. Economie 
reality is much too complex for that. Moreover, we only have focussed on 
one equation of a system of equations without taking possible cross-
equation feedbacks into account. So our analysis is merely a partial 
analysis serving a limited aim, namely to test the rational expecta-
tions-natural rate hypothesis for the Netherlands. Rational expectations 
theorists might possibly argue that our test is of no use at all, as the 
observed relationship between unemployment and the money interest rate 
is just a nonsense relation due to a common trend in the time series 
involved. The argument in this subsection, however, does intend to 
refute that point of view. 
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APPENDIX A: UNIFORM WEAK LAWS 
In this appendix we state and prove a number of theorems which we need 
for proving the results in this paper. The latter proofs will be given 
in Appendices B and C or their extended versions, which are available 
from the author on request. We start with the definitions of the ot and 
<f>-mixing concepts, the stochastic stability concept, the v-stability 
concept, the concept of proper convergence of distribution functions, 
and the proper heterogeneity concept. 
Let (u ) be a sequence of random variables in a Euclidean space U. 
t °° 
Let F be the a-field generated by u , u , , u „, and let F„ 
_oo o J t t-1 t-2 t 
be the 0-field generated by u , u ,,, u ,„, For m=0,1,2 
t t+1 t+z 
denote 
+(m) = sup sup
 m ^ m |P(E |E > - P(E )|, 
E1 e Ft, E2 e F^ m, P(E,,) > O1 
a(m) - si™ sup
 m ^ |P(E. and E0)-P(E,)P(E )|. t _ " — „t-m l l i l 
El E Ft' E2 £ F-» 
DEFINITION Al. The process (u ) is said to be <(>-mixing if lim ^„^(m) = O 
and it is said to be a-mixing if lim _ci(m) = 0. 
For a further discussion of these concepts, see White and Domowitz 
(1984). 
Next, let X be a Euclidean space and let (x ) be a sequence of X-
valued random variables with the structure 
(Al) x = V (u , u . , u „, ), 
t t t t-1 t-2' 
where (u ) is a sequence of random variables in a Euclidean space U and 
the ^ are Borel measurable mappings from the space of one-sided infi-
nite U-valued sequences into X. 
DEFINITION A2. If for n = 1,2, there exist a sequence (m ) of posi-
tive integers and a doublé array (x ) of X-valued random variables 
with the structure 
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Xt,n " *tfn(V ut-l» ' Vm+l*» 
n 
such that together, ni = o(n) as n-x» and 
n 
linVco (1/n) It=l(l|xt"Xt,nH > S) = ° for every 6 > °' 
then (x ) is said to be stochastically stable with respect to the base 
DEFINITION A3. Let for some p > 0, EJ|x ||P < «, and for m w 0,1,2,.. 
denote v(m) = sup„ E||x„ - E(x.lu ,u. , u„ , , ) | | P . If lim v(m)=0 
t ''t t' t t—1 t-m+I ' ' m->-<» 
then the proces (x ) is said to be v-stable in Lp with respect to the 
base (u ). 
For a discussion of the stochastic stability concept, see Bierens 
(1981, Ch5, 1982a, 1984), and for a discussion of the v-stability 
concept,see Bierens (1983). Note that v-stability implies stochastic 
stability. However, the reverse is not generally true. 
If (x ) and the base (u ) are strictly stationary, the function 4* 
defined by (Al) is time invariant.: ¥ = ¥ for all t. In that case 
v-stability of x in Lp with respect to (u ) only requires the condition 
El lx J I P < co. 
THEOREM Al. Let (u ) be a strictly stationary stochastic process in a 
Euclidean space U, let f be a Borel measurable mapping from the space of 
one-sided infinite sequences in U into a Euclidean space X, and let 
(A2) xt = Y^ut'ut_i' ut-2' ^ a*S' 
If 
(A3) E||xt ||P < 
the ,-_ ,P n (x ) is v-stable in L with respect to the base (u ) 
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Proof. Let M be a positive constant. From Chung (1974 Theorem 9.4.8) and 
(A2) it follows that 
<A4> 1%*. E<V<M* tll < M)1«t,ut.lf u^} 
- E{xtI(||xt|| < M^u^u^.u^,......} 
xtK||xt|| < M) 3. • S « 5 
where I(.) is the indicator function. Since a.s. convergence implies 
convergence in probability and convergence in probability of bounded 
random variables implies convergence in L (cf. Chung (1974, Theorem 
4.5.4)), it follows from (A4) that for every p > 0, 
(A5) limnH-0E|UtI(||xt||<M) - E{xtI( | |xj | <M) l u ^ u ^ ,.. . u ^ ^ } | |== 0. 
Moreover, by Jensen's inequality for conditions expectations we have 
(A6) E|!E{xtI(||xt||>M)!ut,ut_1,....,ut_m+1}||P < E|!xtHPI(||xt||>M). 
Using the easy inequality |a+b+c|P <_ 3P(|a|P+|b|p+|c|P) we now conclude 
from (A5) and (A6) 
(A7) limsup^^El |x£ - E{xt |ufc ,ut_1,.. .. »ut_m+1> 1 I P 
• <_ 2x3PE| |x I | PK-Hx | |>M). 
for every M > 0. Since by (A3) the right hand side of (A7) can be made 
arbitrarily small by increasing M, (A7) implies 
lim E| |x_ - E{x^ lu -u ,. . . ,u ,,1 = 0. 
m-»°° ! ' t t' t t-m t-m+1 ' ' 
This proves the theorem. Q.E.D. 
The next two definitions and corresponding lemmas are needed in 
order to cope with heterogenous time series processes. 
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DEFINITION A4. Let (F ) be a sequence of distribution functions on a 
Euclidean space X. 
(I) The sequence (F ) is said to converge properly pointwise in X if 
there exists a distribution function F on X such that lim ,_F = F 
TT*" n 
pointwise in the continuity points of F. 
(II) The sequence (F ) is said to converge properly setwise in X if 
there exists a distribution function F on X such that for each 
Borel set B in X, lim _Jl(x e B)dF (x) = Jl(x e B)dF(x) , where 
n-*^  n 
I(.) is the indicator function. 
According to Feller (1966, 5g. 243) the pointwise proper convergence 
of F implies that lim .^J'Kx) dF (x) = J'Kx)dF(x) for every bounded con-
tinous function f on X, and vice versa. Moreover, by an easy extension 
of Theorem 2.2.15 of Bierens (1981) it can be shown: 
LEMMA Al. If F "*" F properly pointwise in X, then for every continuous 
function • on X satisfying sup ƒ!^(x)| dF (x) < °° for some <5 >0, we 
have: lim .«J'Kx) dF (x) - ƒ*(x)dF(x) . 
A more general result holds in the setwise proper convergence case, 
namelv: 
LEMMA A2. If F * F properly setwise in X, then for every Borel measur-
n .. . r 
able real function $ on X satisfying sup jU(xj dF (x) < °° for some 5 
> 0 we have: lim .J''Kx)dF (x) = /^(x)dF(x). 
Proof: Royden (1968, Proposition 18, p. 232). 
Remark: Strictly speaking the use of the Stieltjes integrals in Lemma A2 
requires that the function f is a pointwise limit of step functions. If 
this is not the case then the integrals J*(x)dF (x) and J>(x)dF(x) 
should be interpreted as J<J>(x)dV (x) and J^  (x)dV (x) , repectively, where 
n 
y and P are the probability measures induced bv F and F. 
n
 J
 n 
The next definltion extends the proper convergence concept to 
distributions of one-sided infinite sequences of random variables. 
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DEFINITION A6. Let (x ) be a sequence of randotn variables in a Euclidean 
space X, and let F. be the distribution function of (x„ ,x^ ). 
t,m t t—m 
The process (x ) is said to be pointwise (setwise) properly heterogenous 
if there exists a one-sided infinite- sequence (yJ.)_00 of X-valued randotn 
variables such that for m = 0,1,2,. , (l/n)£ ,F •*• H properly point-
wise (setwise), where H is the distribution function of (yn,y ,,.,y ). 
» m U —1 —m 
The sequence (y ) will be called the mean process. 
£ —00 
The next theorem extends and improves the lemmas 2 and 3 in Bierens 
(1984). 
THEOREM A2. Let X be a Euclidean space and let (x ) be an X-valued sto-
chastically stable process with respect to an a-mixing base. Moreover, 
let 0 be a compact subset of a Euclidean space and let g(x,6) be for 
each x e X a continuous real function on 0 and for each 0 e ö a Borel 
measurable real function on X. 
(I) If (x ) is strictly stationary and if E supQ Q |g(x ,9)| < °°, 
then 
p l i m ^ supe£0|(l/n)^=1{g(xt,e) - Eg(xt,6)}| - 0. 
(II) Let F be the distribution function of xt and assutne either 
t t 
(l/n)/, .F -»• F properly setwise or (l/n)) _, F •*• F properly pointwise 
and g(x,8) is continuous in both arguments. If for some 6 > 0, 
s u pn > i(1/n)^t=iEsupe£e lg(xt'e) 
1+5 
< 00 , 
then 
plimn^ supee0|(l/n)^=1g(xt,e) - Jxg(x,6)dF(x)| = 0. 
(III) Moreover, the integral ƒ g(x,6)dF(x) is a continuous real func-
A. 
tion on 0. 
Proof. The proof of this theorem for the <f>-mixing case can be found in 
the extended version of Bierens (1984), which is available from the 
author on request. As pointed out to me by Benedikt M. Potscher, the 
reference in in the proof of Lemma 3 in Bierens (1984) to Royden (1968, 
proposition 18, p. 232) (cf. Lemma A2) is not correct, as only point-
wise proper convergence was assumed. So Lemma 3 in Bierens (1984) re-
quires either the additional condition that the function is continuous 
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in both arguments or that the mean of the distribution functions conver-
ges properly setwise. 
As far as the <{>-mixing condition is concemed the lemma in Bierens 
(1982a) plays a key-role. Referring to Lemma 5.4 of Dvoretzky (1972) or 
Lemma 2.1 of McLeish (1975) instead of the lemma in Bierens (1982a), 
however, the parts I en II of the theorem under review easily follow. 
Part III follows from the dominated convergence theorem. Q.E.D. 
The following theorem specializes Theorem A2. This theorem, to-
gether with the martingale central limit theorem in Bierens (1984), is 
the basis for our asytnptotic results. 
THEOREM A3. Let X be a Euclidean space and let (x ) be an X-valued 
stochastic process which is stochastically stable with respect to an 
a-mixing base and pointwise properly heterogenous with mean process 
0 oo 
(y.) . Let (y. .(8)).
 n, i=l, ,p, be sequences of continuous 
t —oo 3 ) X 2=U 
mappings from a compact subset 0 of a Euclidean space into X, such that 
for i=l,2, 
(A8> n=o s % £ 0 i i^ , i ( ^i i < - • 
Let \l) be a dif f erentiable real function on R such" that 
(A9) sup,, || ||(3/3z)i|>(z)|! •- 0(a u) tor a •> oo. 
||z||<a 
where y > O is such that for some 6 > O, sup Ej jx || < ». Denote 
r.(e) - (y- i(e)i — , y . (e)). 
Th en 
Pllnn^suPeeel(1/n)S-i*OlC8),xt-3) " E* (^-oV 9 ) , y-l ) ! = °' 
Moreover, the limit function Eé(f? „r.(8)'y .) is a continuous real 
function on 0. 
Proof: Denote 
(AIO)
 p. = max. . sup„ J | Y . .(e) w l i=l» ,P 9E0 ! ' T3,i 
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Then condition (A8) implies 
(All) I"=0 Pj < ». 
Moreover, denote for nonnegative integers m, 
(Al 2) z<m)(9) = Ij=or(8)'xt._.. 
We shall now prove Theorem A3 in four steps, each stated in a lemma. 
LEMMA A3. There exists a constant K such that for every n >_ 1 and every 
> °' E ^ P e e e l d / ^ I ^ ^ ^ t ^ ^ ^ - <l/a>It»1iKzt,ll)(e))| -K^j=m+lpj-m 
LEMMA A4. For every fixed m >_ O, 
plim supQ _| (l/n>T" .Kl™ nr.(6)*xk .) - E*(I" nr.(9)'y - ) | - 0. r
 n-**> 9e0' Lt=l Lj=0 j t-j r^Lj-0 j ~3 
LEMMA A5. There exists a constant K such that for ever m ^  0, 
LEMMA A6. The function EiKj. „r.(9)'y „) is continuous on 0. 
LJ=0 2 -3 _ 
Realizing that (All) implies lim ^ l ,p. - 0, the theorem under 
review now easily follows from these four lemmas. 
Froof of Lemma A3 
Observe from (AIO) and (A12) that for 6 e 0, 
!U<")<e)-2«(8,||<I^+1|!r.(e,V.|| 
i ^-nH-imaxi-i,2,..,pWJ,1Ce>'-c_Jl 1 r j w j i l V j H -
Moreover, by the mean value theorem there exists a X (8) e T0,lT such 
t,m x x 
that 
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l«(zf°(8)) - *(2^m)(6)| 
= | ( z j \ e ) -
 Z ; m ; ( 6 ) ) ' ( 3 / a z ) ^ ( X (6)zJ ; ( 6 ) + (1-X m ( 6 ) ) z W ( e ) ) t t t ,m t t ,m t 
•P / x Lk3/3z)iKz) | 
ïz | | <»ax(IUr )(e)| | , |Uj*>(e)| |) 
1 llzt(ro)(e) -z^cejMsu^ 
• t . , , , „ , , - t 
i n = m + 1 p i i v i 1 | s u p , , , , v» ,, Mii<a/8*>*(*)ii, 
llzlliI.^P.Mv.11 
where the last inequallty follows from (AIO). According to condition 
(A9) there exists a constant C such that 
(AU) sup,, il
 < ||(3/3z)*(z)|| - CaW, 
I | z | | < a 
hence by (A13) and Hölder's and Liapounov's inequalities 
Esap9ee|t(i^")(8)) - iKz^m)(e))| < 
i C . E ( ( ï ^ + I P j l l V j | | , ( Ï J , 0 p j | l v . | | , ^ 
^^(^1^iK-jii'1+">1/(1+")(E<^iK-Jii)1+P>P/a+"' 
»«^p j > y (^p ] " i iv ; l i i l + , , ) ) , , / a + " ) 
say. This proves the lemma. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Lemma A4. Lemma A4 follows straightforwardly from Theorem A2. 
Proof of Lemma A5. From Lemma Al and the conditions of Theorem A3 it 
follows 
lim ^ > , E z_ =E y , 
n-H=o^t=l M t-m1 ' " ; - m " 
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hence 
sup.
 nE| |y .11 ^ < oo„ 
The lemma now follows similarly to Lemma A3. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Lemma A6. Let e.eG, S-eG. Similarly to (A13) (with (A14)) we 
have 
<A1« i M l ^ C e p v . j ) -*(^,0rj(e2)'y.j)| 
iC|lï-.0(rj(e1)-rj(e2)'y..||J-.oP.||y.j||," 
ïC(i;=0(n,1||vj>1(61)-rj;1(e2)||)||y.j||)(ï>jlb.jll)P-
Thus similarly to (A15) it follows from (A16), 
lE *<IJ,orj«i)'y.j) - E *(ïj.0rj(e2)'y..)| 
< c . ( I - , 0 p . ) ^ ioE|[y_Jl|1+ui;,0Z?.1[lrj,i(e1) -y^^W-
Since the y» .(6)'s are continuous on 9, this result proves the lemma. 
3 s 1 
Q„EoD„ 
Finally, in the same way it can be shown that the following genera-
lisation of Theorem A3 holds. 
THEOREM A4. Let X, 0, (x ) , (y ) and i> be as in Theorem A3. Let the 
s) » j = 
tions on QxX, such that 
functions y .(8,x , 0,l,2,.., i=l,2,,.,p, be continuous real func-
where 
Tnaxi-i...,P8upeeelYj,i(e'x)l ±0;j5(x)> 
L3=0 1 
and b(x) is a continuous real function on X such that 
-r, ,l+u+<5 
sup Eb(x ) < ». rt t 
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Finally, let 
r (e,x)=(Y, .(6..X), Y, (e,x))\ 
Then 
P l t on*- 8 UPeeel ( 1 / n )5-i* (^ rj ( e» Ï St- J ) ) - ^ « o Y 9 ' 7 - ^ 1 
Moreover, the limit function Ei/>(£. _r. (9,y_.)) is continuous on G 
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APPENDIX B: CONSISTENCY AND ASYMPTOTIC NORMALITY 
In this appendix we set forth conditions such that the results in 
Section 2.2 hold. These conditions are even more general than those in 
Bierens (1982a,1984) and White and Domowitz (1984). White and Domowitz 
(1984) assume that the data generating process is a-mixing and they 
impose further conditions on the rate at which a(m) converges to zero as 
m*00 in order to prove strong consistency and asymptotic normality of 
nonlinear least squares estimators. Bierens (1982a, 1984) assumes that 
the data generating process is stochastically stable with respect to a 
<f>-mixing base. Here we shall assume that the data generating process is 
stochastically stable with respect to an a-mixing base without imposing 
further conditions on a. 
This condition therefore encompasses the conditions of Bierens and 
White and Domowits, as the <j>-mixing condition implies the a-mixing 
condition and an a-mixing process is stochastically stable with respect 
to itself and hence to an a-mixing base. Moreover, we allow a fair 
amount of heterogeneity by assuming that the process is properly hetero-
genous. 
ASSUMPTION BI. The data generating process (z ) with z = (y ,x ') 
k £ R x R is stochastically stable with respect to an a-mixing base and 
|z I I < °° for some 6 > 0. 
(Cf. Definitions Al, A2 and A5). 
In the sequel we shall denote the base involved by (u ) where u E U 
with U a Euclidean space, and the mean process of (z ) (cf. Defini-
tion A5) will be denoted by (z ). It should be noted that the error e 
of the ARMAX model (1.1) need not be a component of u , as it is possi-
ble that the e 's themselves are generated by a one-sided infinite 
sequence of u 's. 
If we would make the strict stationarity assumption then Assump-
tion BI simplifies to: 
ASSUMPTION BI . There exist a strictly stationary a-mixing process (ufc) 
in a Euclidean space U and a Borel measurable mapping G from the space 
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k+1 
of one-sided infinite sequences in U into R such that'z = (y ,x ' ) ' 
/ , P t t t 
= G(u ,u , ,u _ ) a.s. Moreover, E[ jz || < °° for some 6 > 0. 
Thus: 
* 
THEOREM BI. Assumption BI implies Assumption BI. 
The proof of this theorem follows straightforwardly from Theorem Al, the 
fact that v-stability implies stochastic stability, and that by the 
strict stationarity assumption the proper heterogeneity condition auto-
matically holds with mean process (z ). (Thus z = z in this case). 
"
 c
 t t ^ 
Next consider the function Q(9) defined by (2.17). Let yn be the 
* - U 
first component of z~ and let 
Q(9) - E{y* - K6) - Ig=1ns(e),2*s >: 
Then it follows from Theorem A3: 
THEOREM B2: Under Assumption BI, plim ^ 00sup6eQ|Q(9) - Q(6)| = 0. 
Next, we assume . 
ASSUMPTION B2: There exists a unique 9^  e 0 such that Q(9^)=inf6e0Q(e)• 
Since 0 is compact and Q(9) is continuous there is always a 9^  in 9 
which minimizes Q(9) over 0. Thus the actual contents of this assumption 
is the uniqueness of 6 . If the null hypothesis (1.2) is true then 9A 
= 9 , so that Assumption B2 then indentifies the parameters of model 
(1.1). However, this assumption is also supposed to hold in the case 
that the null hypothesis (1.2) is false. 
Applying Lemma 3.1.8. of Bierens(1981), it follows from Theorem B2 
and Assumption B2: 
THEOREM B3. Under Assumptions BI and B2 the least squares estimator 8 
defined by (2.18) satisfies plim
 + o 6 = 9#. 
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This proves (2.22). 
Next we show the consistency and asymptotic normality of 6 under 
the assumption that model (1.1) is true in the sense that (1.2) holds 
for each t. Since (1.1) and (1.2) are equivalent to (2.8), we assume 
now: 
ASSUMPTION B3. There exists a point 9. in an open subset 0» of 9, such 
that (2.8) holds for each t. 
The condition that 6 lies in an open subset of G is hardly a restric-
tion. The sets M, A, and B (cf. (2.4) and (2.6)) can be chosen to be the 
closures of open sets M„, Afi and B_, respectively, whereas the set 
r0,ó = *(Y1,...,Yr)'e **'• l*sl <1"<S for s=l,2,...,r} 
(cf. (2.3)) is for 6 e(0,1) the continuous image of an open set and 
therefore open itself, with closure V . Thus QQ = MxA-XB^r (cf. 
(2.5)) is then an open set with closure 6. In particular, if we let 
MQ = (-m,m), AQ - X ^ - m . m ) , BQ = X ^ - m . m ) and 0Q - V W r 0 f l/m» 
then 0_ is an open set with 9 e 9 for m sufficiently large and more-
over its closure 9 = 0 . is compact. 
In order to establish the consistency of the least squares estima-= 
sa. 
tor 8 it suffices to show that 8n minimizes Q(9), as then by the unique-
ness condition in Assumption B2, 6^ must be 8Q. Showing this is easy and 
therefore left to the reader. Thus we have: 
THEOREM B4. Under Assumption BI, B2 and B3, plim 9 = 8Q. 
Next, let 
(BI) g*(9) = <K8) + Is=lns(6)'Z-ss 
* * 
where we recall that (z ) is the mean process of (z ), and again let y» 
t
 * 
be the first component of z„. Denote 
l = E{(3736')g (6A)}{0/38)g (8A)}, 
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and 
% = E{y*-g*(9 )}2{C8/39«)g*(9 )}{(9/39)g*(9j}, 
and assume: 
ASSUMPTION B4. The matrix ft. is non- singular. 
This assumption is part of the set of maintained hypotheses which are 
assumed to hold regardless whether or not the null hypothesis is true. 
THEOREM B5. Under Assumptions BI, B2, B3 and B4, 
(B2) "n(9 - 9 ) +
 N (o.ft"1^ fl"1) in distr. 
u m 1 z i 
and under Assumptions B1,B2 and B4, 
CB3) olim ft-1^ ft-1 = ft~lft ft-1 v
 ' P ± : u V " 1 2 1 1 2 1 ' 
Note that Assumption B3 is not needed for (B3), due to the fact that in 
defining H. and ft. we have used 9^  instead of 9 . However, if Assumption 
B3 does not hold then &} ft„ft. is n o longer the variance matrix of the 
limiting distribution of 9. Moreover, note that non-singularity of ft_ is 
not required: if ft is singular the limiting normal distribution (B2) is 
singular too. 
The proof of Theorem B5 is not too hard and therefore left to the 
reader.The details can be found in the extended version of this appen-
dix, which is available from the author on request. 
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APPENDIX C: THE TEST 
In this appendix we prove Theorem 1 and we set forth the conditions for 
which the results in Section 2.3 hold. In the first instance it will be 
assumed that the data generating process (z ) is strictly stationary. At 
the end we shall pay attention to the heterogenous case. 
Proof of Theorem 1 
Due to Theorem Al, the conditions (I) and (II) in Theorem 1 imply that 
the process {(v ,z )} is v-stable in L with respect to the • a-mixing 
base (u ). Moreover, since rounding off a real variable to £-decimal 
digits defines a Borel measurable real function, the same applies to the 
(£) 
process {(v ,z )}. The latter will enable us to apply Bierens (1986, 
Theorem 4). 
Now let F
 m be the Borel field generated by z T,z 9»z,. ,,...•• 
t-1 ~ (SL) (*T (if 
and let F_oo (£) the Borel field generated by zij,» zt_2» z t_v • • • T n e n 
(Cl) F ^ O D C F ' I V + D C CF*!1. 
It follows therefore from Chung (1974, Theorem 9.4.8) that 
(C2) lim. E(v |Ft=1(il)) - E(vto|Ft"1) a.s. 
and consequently 
(C3) lim^PlECvJz^.z^,....) - 0} 
= P{E(v |z j, z
 2, ) =0}. 
Because of stationarity, (C3) holds uniformly in t. 
In Bierens(1986, Theorem 4) we have shown that, due to the 
(£) * m 
rationality of (z ), there exists a subset S. of R x(-l,l) (possibly 
m * depending on £) with Lebesgue measure zero, such that (S,t)eR x(-l,l)-S^ 
implies 
(C4) E(vt|2W, ,<«. «<»....) - Efvjr ^ - l 5 ' . ^ ) .... 
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Taking 
* i l * (C5) S =U£S£, 
which is also a set with zero Lebesgue measure, and combining (C3) and 
(C4), we conclude that there exists a natural number £« such that 
(C6) P{E(vt|zt_lSzt_2, ) = 0} < 1 
if and only if for each £ >_ l and each (£,T)£Rmx(-l,l)-S , 
(C7) P{E(vtl^=1Tj_1C'z^) = 0} < 1. 
Now let \p be an arbitrary bounded Borel measurable one-to-one mapping. 
Then 
«*> E C v J ^ ^ - ^ ' z ^ ) - E C v j M Ï ^ - V z ^ ) ) a.8.. 
due to the f act that i|/(w) with co a random variable generates the same 
Borel field as to. Since the conditioning variable on the right hand side 
of (C8) is bounded, the following lemma applies. 
LEMMA Cl. Let v be a random variable with E jv| < °° and let x be a 
bounded random variable. Then 
(C9) P(E(v|x) = 0) < 1 
if and only if there is a countable subset C of R such that for each p e 
R-C, 
(CIO) Ev.exp(px) 4 0. 
Proof: From the proof of Theorem 2 of- Bierens(1982b) it follows that 
there exists a 6>0 such that (C9) implies 
(Cll) Ev.exp(px) ^  0 for pe(-6,0) \J (0,6). 
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Now let for-some Pn e R, 
(C12) Ev.exp(P x) = 0. 
Since (C9) implies P(E(v.exp(P x)jx) é 0) < 1, we may replace v in (Cll) 
by v.exp(P.x), which yields the conclusion that for some <5 > 0, possi-
bly depending on Pfi, 
(C13) E v.exp(Px) 4 0 for P e ( V V V ^ W V ' 
Now let C be the set of all these P0's. Then (C13) implies for each P.eC 
(C14) inf |p - Pj > 0. 
P£C-{pJ ° 
and the same applies to any closed and bounded subset C of C containing 
at least two elements. However, if C contains infinitely many elements 
then it contains at least one limit point, which would violate (C14). 
Thus C is finite. Since C can be constructed as a countable union of 
such sets C, C must be countable. Q.E.D. 
Let us return to the proof of Theorem 1. Lemma Cl says that if 
(C 15) PtECvJiKl^TJ-Vz^)) - 0) < 1, 
there exists a countable subset C(? ST) of Rs possibly depending on 5 and 
t", such that for all P e R-C(S,T), 
(C16) Ev exp {P*(I" ^"4'z^.)) * 0. 
Next we construct the subset S of RXR x(-l,l). Let for convenience 
(C17) I*(P,5,T) = l(Ev exp{p*<r
 1x^"
1C,zfib> - 0), 
* t j = i t-j 
where I(.) is the indicator function. Then (C6) implies that for each 
(C,T) E Rmx(-l,l)-s , each P e R-C(C.T) and each l >. lQ, 
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(C18) I*(p,C,T) = 0. 
Now draw p and the components of 5 independently from the uniform (-k,k) 
distribution and draw x independently from the uniform (-1,1) distribu-
I * 'V' 
tion. Then for (£,x) $ S we have E{l(peC(£,x))}, hence 
(C19) E{l*(p,£,x)} = E{l*(p,5,x)}I(p i C(£,x)) = 0., 
where the last conclusion follows from (C18)..Moreover, since E{I((£»T) 
* 
e S )} = 0 we have 
(C20) E{I£(p,£,T)} = E{Ii(p,5,T)}I((?,T) | S ). 
Combining (C19) and (C20) yields 
« OJ 'V» 'Vi 
(C21) E{I ( P,5,T)} = 0. 
m+1 * 
Consequently, the set of (p,£,x) e X._.(-k,k)x(-l,1) for which I (p,£,x) 
> 0 must be a null set with respect of a Lebesgue measure. This null 
set, say S, , depends on k and l . Taking S =UVL/„S, we now have a 
set with the required properties. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Q.E.D. 
The test 
k+1 
Let V be a compact subset of R x(-l,l) such that 
(C22) i n f(^) £V ( E wt ( i ( T ,° 2 " ( E wt,£ (^ ) ) 2 } > °' 
where w (T,£) is defined by (2.54), and let 
L
 9 X, 
(C23) W = IP 1 > P 2 I X V, with — <
 Pl < p2 < 
Moreover, let 
(C24) inf „S^CP.C.T) > 0, (p,£,x)eW l 
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where s*(p,5,x) is defined by (2.42). Then it follows from Theorems 1 
and A3: 
* 
THEOREM Cl. Let Assumptions BI , B2 and B4 hold but not Assumption B3. 
f\j f\j f\j 
Let (p,£,-c) be drawn randomly from the uniform distribution on W, where 
W defined by (C23) is such that (C22) and (C24) hold for sufficiently 
large £. There exists a natural number l~ such that for each i >_ £_, 
This theorem establishes the consistency of our test. 
The conditions for asymptotic normality of out test statistic are: 
THEOREM C2. Let W and (P,|,T) be as in Theorem Cl and let Assumptions 
BI , B2, B3 and B4 hold. Then /nT (p,£,x) + N(0,1) in distribution. 
For proving this theorem it suffices to prove 
(C25) /nT (PI£,T)+N-(0,1) for each (p,5,x)eW, 
as then fo r each K e R, 
l im Eexp{i ic /nT n (p s5 sT)} = e x p ( - | < 2 ) n-w x 
and hence by bounded convergence. 
limn^ooEexp{iK/nT ( p , 5 , T ) } = l imn_^E{E(exp{iK /nT ( p , ^ , x ) } |p»? ,x) 
= exp( - i K 2 ) • 
We can now prove (C25) by showing first that (2.38) holds and then that 
the martingale central limit theorem in Bierens(1984) is applicable. 
The details of this proof and that of Theorem Cl are given in the 
extended version of this appendix, which is available from the author on 
request. 
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Heterogeneity 
Until so f ar we have assumed strict stationarity. Most of our results, 
however, go through for the heterogenous case as well simply by repla-
* 
cing Assumption BI with Assumption BI. The alternative hypothesis of 
our test then becomes: 
H*: P{E(yJ-g*(9*)|z!1.z!2,.-.) = 0} < 1, 
* * 
where (z ) is the mean process of (z )=((y ,x ')), yn is the first com-t
 * * t t t u 
ponent of zfi, g (8) is defined by (BI) and 6^ is defined by Assumption 
B2. The test is then only consistent with respect to this alternative 
hypothesis and no longer with respect to the general alternative that 
the null is false. The reason for this is that if (1.2) fails to hold 
the true model may no longer be time invariant. See Bierens (1984, 
Sec.9) for a similar case. 
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